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1.  Background
Task-based language teaching has attracted the attention of second language acquisition 
researchers, curriculum developers and language teachers, and many studies have been conducted on 
tasks. One of them is about task planning, i.e. planning when learners do a task: “Over the last ﬁfteen 
years, task planning has become a burgeoning area of research within task-based language learning” 
(Ortega, 2005, p. 77). The effect of planning on language performance has thus been investigated in 
various studies, based on different conditions of planning: timing, content, time pressure, advice and 
participatory structure, as summarized by Ellis (2005).
Pre-task planning is one type of planning, where the planning occurs before a task is 
performed. Skehan (1998) advocated the necessity of pre-task planning for learners. Beneficial 
effects of pre-task planning on learners have been then found in many studies, such as Bygate 
(1996, 2001), Bygate and Samuda (2005), Foster and Skehan (1996), Gass, Mackey, Fernandez, 
and Alvarez-Torres (1999), Lynch and Maclean (2001), Mehnert (1998), and Yuan and Ellis (2003). 
However, the majority of previous studies on pre-task planning seem to have been conducted in 
limited situations, resulting in the following three questions about their ﬁndings.
First, there are two types of pre-task planning: strategic planning and rehearsal. Ellis (2005, 
p. 3) deﬁned them as follows: “Rehearsal entails providing learners with an opportunity to perform 
the task before the ‘main performance’. In other words, it involves task repetition with the first 
performance of the task viewed as a preparation for a subsequent performance. Strategic planning 
entails learners preparing to perform the task by considering the content they will need to encode and 
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how to express this content”. In short, when learners do a task with pre-task planning, they either 
do strategic planning and then task performance, or do rehearsal (Task 1) and then task performance 
(Task 2) where they repeat the same task.
Beneﬁcial effects of strategic planning for task performance are becoming clear through lots 
of studies. For example, given strategic planning, learners are more likely to focus on the content 
than the form of their output, leading to reduced focus on accuracy (Bygate & Samuda, 2005). At 
task performance, ﬂuency and complexity can then be inﬂuenced more (Foster & Skehan, 1996; 
Mehnert, 1998), but not accuracy (Yuan & Ellis, 2003). Accuracy at task performance, however, 
becomes signiﬁcantly better when meaning/form guidelines are given at strategic planning than when 
no guidelines are given at strategic planning (Sangarum, 2005). On the other hand, given rehearsal, 
learners are likely to initially focus on message content and subsequently, once message content and 
the basic language needed to encode it have been established at rehearsal, to switch their attention to 
the selection and monitoring of appropriate language at task performance (Bygate, 1999). Accuracy 
can then be influenced more (Lynch & Maclean, 2001). However, compared to the studies on 
strategic planning, the number of the studies on rehearsal is quite small. Therefore, it is not entirely 
reasonable to draw conclusions about the effectiveness of pre-task planning from studies focusing 
on mainly strategic planning. There should be more examination of how much rehearsal inﬂuences 
learners’ task performance.
Second, previous studies all examined the effectiveness of pre-task planning on the following 
task performance in terms of its accuracy, fluency, and complexity. As Ellis (2005) pointed out, 
therefore, they do not refer to the effectiveness of pre-task planning on language learning. It is 
natural for learners to pay attention to meaning at ﬁrst. For example, when the participants engaged 
in strategic planning, they paid attention to meaning, irrespective of the intended planning foci 
(Sanguram, 2005). However, once learners pay attention to a form and are aware of something about 
the form before task performance, it is possible that they not only improve their task performance but 
also learn the form. It is because awareness is a key factor for language learning (Schmidt, 1995). In 
the study of Sanguram (2005), for example, the participants, who were given guidelines about forms 
for strategic planning, attempted to use the grammatical structures suggested in the guidelines during 
their strategic planning and, later, to apply those grammatical structures in their task performance. 
However, she did not examine if her participants learned those structures. It should therefore be 
examined if the chance to raise learners’ consciousness of a form before, while, or after pre-task 
planning can lead to their learning of the form.
Third, research is separated into two types: classroom research and classroom-oriented 
research (Nunan, 1991). Previous studies were mainly on classroom-oriented research. They thus 
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considered the quantity of the language produced as grouped data and targeted linguistic aspects 
as a whole. Consequently, they deleted as many variables as possible, gave participants unpractical 
treatments/activities, and collected data over a short term. However, it is necessary to note that 
grouped data has the disadvantage that “the numbers fail to show the quality of the language. They 
make it impossible to appreciate what happens to particular speakers, or what their talk looks like on 
(Task 1 and Task 2)” (Bygate & Samuda, 2005, p. 54).
Classroom research usually contains many variables, gives participants practical treatments/
activities, and collects data over a long term. Consequently, the quality of the language produced as 
individual data and its linguistic aspects in detail can be focused on. Ellis (2011, p. 134) also posited 
that: “the nature of the instructional treatment is more important than the setting of an experimental 
study. The choice of treatment is often dictated by the theoretical framework of study. But it is 
also important that the treatment is pedagogically sound. That is, the activities should reﬂect ‘best 
practice’”. It should therefore be examined how learners’ performance in tasks changes qualitatively 
over the long term.
In order to ﬁnd out answers to those three questions, this study focuses on task repetition and 
takes the style of classroom research, using practical treatments and collecting data over a long term. 
It also focuses on language learning through consciousness-raising in a series of tasks.
2.  The Study
2.1  Research Questions
Four factors were identiﬁed and put into practice. The ﬁrst factor was the consciousness held 
by a learner about the form instructed. The second factor was awareness shown by a learner. The third 
factor was form instruction given by a teacher. The last factor was monitoring made by a learner. The 
following four questions were then set:
1. Are learners conscious of how they use the form instructed?
2. Do learners learn and use the form which they have become aware of?
3. Do learners learn and use the form which they have become aware of through form instruction?
4. Do learners learn and use the form which they have become aware of through monitoring Task 1?
2.2  Procedure
Twelve ﬁrst-year college students took English Communication class in a language laboratory 
once a week. In every lesson, they individually performed a monologue task, i.e. a task to talk alone 
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into an IC recorder about a topic given by an instructor. They performed the same task twice within 
each lesson. Figure 1 below shows the procedures taken.
Figure 1.  Procedures in each lesson
(Lessons 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11)
form instruction 
(given a topic)
speaking into an IC recorder
making protocols with a dictionary
& monitoring and correcting errors 
monitoring and correcting errors
with a dictionary
(hand in the protocols)
writing on a paper
monitoring and correcting errors
with a dictionary
making protocols with a dictionary
& monitoring and correcting errors
(hand in the protocols)
form instruction 
Task 1 writing on a paper
Task 2 speaking into an IC recorder
(Lessons 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) 
(given a topic)
(hand in the writing)
(hand in the writing)
In every lesson after lesson 1, form instruction was ﬁrst given before they started Task 1. The 
instruction used one passage chosen from the participants’ protocols which they had made and handed 
in the previous lesson. The passage was intentionally chosen to cover all participants’ protocols. A 
native English college teacher checked errors in the passage, and a Japanese English teacher changed 
the original passage into a passage in which all errors were indicated with a number and a mark (　 to 
show that the part was wrong, or ∧ to show that the part was missing something), as shown below.
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Music (error marked)
My favorite ①singer is Sina Ringo, Utada Hikaru, and ②∧Carpenters. Sina Ringo is ③a so cool 
and cure girl. Her ④song is so sensational. My favorite ⑤her song is “koko-de-kiss-shite”. Utada 
Hikaru has special talent. Her voice and writing ⑥is so great. Utada Hikaru’s ⑦song is so....
Part of a Passage Given in Form Instruction 1
The passage was copied and given to all the participants. They then individually tried to write down 
the corrections of errors and metalinguistic explanation of them in Japanese on the passage. They 
did this in ﬁve minutes, and it was conﬁrmed that everyone had gone through checking all the errors. 
When they said that they needed more time to go through it, the extra time was given. The instructor 
then asked the participants one by one to orally pick up an error and correct it with metalinguistic 
information in Japanese. When they did not know the correct form or metalinguistic information, 
or did not answer the form or metalinguistic information correctly, the instructor orally gave the 
correct form with correct metalinguistic information in Japanese. The forms instructed were 20 types 
(Appendix 1).
After the form instruction, a topic was given (Appendix 1). In lessons 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11, 
then, each student first spoke about a topic into an IC recorder for five minutes without using 
dictionaries as Task 1 and recorded it. They soon replayed the recorder and transcribed protocols in 
20 minutes. When making protocols, they were asked to monitor and correct errors using dictionaries 
by themselves. After they handed in their protocols, they wrote about the same topic for ﬁve minutes 
without dictionaries as Task 21. They soon reviewed their writing, corrected errors using dictionaries 
and handed in the writing. On the other hand, in lessons 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12, they ﬁrst wrote about a 
topic for ﬁve minutes without dictionaries as Task 1. They soon reviewed their writing and corrected 
errors using dictionaries. After they handed in the writing, they spoke about the same topic into an 
IC recorder for ﬁve minutes without using dictionaries as Task 2 and recorded it. They soon replayed 
the recorder and transcribed protocols in 20 minutes. When making protocols, they monitored and 
corrected errors using dictionaries by themselves, and handed in the protocols.
They all did twelve tasks and received eleven form instructions in twelve weeks. In lesson 
13, the participants were given two questionnaires (Appendices 2 and 3). The purpose for the 
questionnaires was to examine how much participants’ performance and their consciousness matched; 
that is, if the participants were conscious of their correct use of a form and correctly used the form in 
their performance, or if they were conscious of their correct use of a form but did not correctly use the 
form or did not use the form at all in their performance. In the second case, looking at performance 
only may cause the misjudgment that participants never noticed the form through monitoring and/
or form instruction. However, it is possible that even if they did not use or correctly use the form in 
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their performance, they might have receptive declarative knowledge to tell what the form is when it 
is given. The questionnaires may be able to tell the point which their performance cannot show.
Questionnaire A had ﬁve questions. One of them, question D, asked the participants if there 
was a form which they could not use immediately after the instruction but they were conscious of 
during production after the instruction? They answered this question on a Lickert Scale, from 1 (do 
not think so at all) to 5 (think so strongly). The other question, question E, required them to literally 
produce all the forms instructed which they did not know or had used wrongly. Questionnaire B more 
speciﬁcally focused on their consciousness of instructed forms and contained a list of sentences. 
Each sentence was the same as the sentence used in a passage as form instruction in each lesson. 
Each sentence showed a different type of error, and different features of error as well. For example, 
one sentence contained a deﬁnite article, and the other contained an indeﬁnite article. A part of each 
sentence was underlined and given metalinguistic explanation in Japanese. The participants then 
selected one number from 1 (I did not know about the form before the instruction, but now I can use 
it correctly without taking time) to 10 (Before the instruction given, I could talk about the rule of the 
form but could not use the rule in production or for error corrections. The situation is still the same 
now.), which most suitably represented their current situation of knowledge and use of the form. After 
they answered Questionnaire A, it was collected; then, Questionnaire B was given. Therefore, they 
had no chance to compare the answers between A and B and try to consciously match the answers.
2.3  Data Analysis
One of twelve students was randomly selected, and her performance was the target for the 
qualitative analysis. All of her data were taken from protocols in speaking activities and compositions 
in writing activities. The forms for analysis were those which she was conscious of after the 
instructions and she had used several times in similar contexts. In other words, all the forms written 
in question E of Questionnaire A became the target for analysis. After identifying a form, it was 
analyzed how the form was given in the instruction, how she used it in the tasks before and after the 
instructions, and if she monitored and corrected it, and used it correctly in Task 2.
3.  Results and Discussions
3.1   Learner’s Consciousness of the Forms Instructed
From the questionnaires, it can be seen that form instruction was effective for raising her 
consciousness of a form. To the question D in Questionnaire A (Do you think there is a form which 
you cannot use immediately after the instruction but you are conscious of while speaking and writing 
after the instruction?), she chose 5, meaning she strongly thought so. Her consciousness of form 
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seemed to be strongly raised and retained after the instruction. In Questionnaire B, 61 forms were 
given. Table 1 shows the types of her consciousness showing that she changed after the instructions. 
As seen from this table, she recognized her change in 31 forms in total. Among them, she was 
conscious of being able to use or knowing 18 forms which she did not know before the instructions. 
She was also conscious of being able to use 13 forms immediately although she had known but could 
not use them immediately before the instructions.
Table 1
Learner’s Consciousness of the Use of Forms Instructed and Form Type in Questionnaire B
number for 
selection
type of learner’s consciousness forms instructed total number
of errors
1 “I did not know about the form before the 
instruction, but now I can use it correctly 
without taking time.”
adverb, article,
word order,
native intuition
4
2 “I did not know about the form before the 
instruction, but now I can use it correctly 
with taking time.”
word order, article,
singular/plural,
native intuition (2)
5
3 “I did not know about the form before the 
instruction, but now I can correct its error 
when I monitor what I produced.” 
Japanese translation,
idiom, preposition,
singular/plural, article,
sentence structure,
concordance of S-C,
7
4 “Now I can tell the rule of the form which 
I did not know about before the instruction, 
but I cannot use the rule in production and 
correcting its error.”
intransitive/transitive verb,
misuse word
2
7 “I knew about the form and could not use 
it correctly without taking time before the 
instruction, but now I can use it correctly 
without taking time.”
sentence structure (3),
verb, article (2),
native intuition (3),
numeral, adverb,
singular/plural,
concordance of S-V
13
3.2   Learner’s Use of the Forms in Performance
It has been mentioned how she felt about her performance before and after the form 
instruction. Here, looking at her answers to the questionnaires and her performance, it is examined 
how a form changed through her performance and how much she was conscious of that change.
Four forms were written in question E of Questionnaire A: a, went home, Φ university, and 
or. However, or in We are not allowed to eat or drink. was in the last form instruction and was not 
used in the similar context at the last task. The form was thus excluded from the analysis. Each of the 
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other three forms was used several times in a similar context. Four factors were also focused on: form 
instruction of a form, awareness of the form, monitoring of the form, and reuse of the form aware 
of in task repetition. Three forms were then set as target forms and examined referring to those four 
factors. It was found that although she used the target forms in performance after form instructions, 
the factors were differently related to her performance, and three cases were identiﬁed. Each case is 
therefore examined as to how conscious she was of a target form and how she used the form in her 
performance. The possible cause of the case is also discussed.
Each case ﬁrst shows her performance, and only the part where she used the target form either 
correctly or wrongly is quoted. The form instruction which the target form was included in is also 
quoted and represented in a rectangle. In other words, the task where she did not produce the target 
form and the form instruction where the target form was not included were not quoted. In the part of 
quotation, the following codes are used:      for correct form;      for error; T1 for Task 1; T2 for Task 
2; S for speaking; and W for writing.
[Case 1]  The effect of form instruction and awareness of a form on using the form in 
performance
Here, her performance indicates the effect of two conditions for using the form correctly and 
wrongly later: form instruction and being aware of the error.
lesson 1  When I was     junior high school student, my score of music was excellent for three years. 
 (T1: S)
lesson 2 (instruction 1)   Carpenters is     very old band....When I was     third grade in high school, 
our club took part in     Brass Band Competition.
lesson 3  The last time I bought it was when I was maybe     junior high school student. When I was 
junior high school student, I didn’t care what I wear and my hair style as well.  (T1: S)
lesson 4  Sometimes I used to make some sweets when I was     junior high school student....The 
story was when I was     junior high school student. But when I was     high school student, 
I didn’t make anything.  (T2: S)
lesson 5 (instruction 2)  I have a lot of time that I can rest when the day is     holiday.
lesson 5  When I was a third grade of high school, I ate chocolate every day....When I was a third 
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grade of high school, I ate more than 10 pieces of chocolate every day.  (T1: S)
lesson 6 I use to play soft tennis when I was a junior high school student.  (T1: W)
  I use to play soft tennis when I was a high school student....However, because I practiced 
very hard, I could be a 2nd player in my team. I thought I wasn’t good at playing tennis, 
but I was very happy when the teacher chose me to be a 2nd player....Then I couldn’t join 
any club activities, playing sports when I was a high school student.  (T2: S)
lesson 7 (instruction 3)   However, because I practiced very hard, I could be a 2nd player in my 
team. I thought I wasn’t good at playing tennis, but I was very happy when 
the teacher chose me to be a 2nd player.
lesson 8  I like helping people, so since when I was a junior high school student, I want to go to 
developing countries to help people or support them.  (T1: W)
lesson 11  Especially I like chocolate, so when I was a third grade of high school, I ate chocolate 
more than 20 pieces....Sometimes when I was a junior high school student, one time I was 
crazy about cooking cookies.  (T1: S)
  When I was a third grade of high school student, I used to have chocolate more than 20 
pieces in a day.  (T2: W)
lesson 12  When I was a junior high school student, I participated in soft tennis club....Because I 
practiced so hard every day and call loudly, I could be a 2nd player in my team. (T1: W)
  When I was a junior high school student, I participated in soft tennis club....Because I 
practiced very hard every day and I made a voice loudly, I could be a 2nd player in my 
team.  (T2: S)
She answered the question E in Questionnaire A, such as “the difference between a and the”. 
She then answered to the question E.2. (‘among the forms picked for question E, select the form 
which you can use correctly in slow production’) by choosing “the difference between a and the” and 
put extra comments, such as “I am sometimes uncertain about the difference”. In Questionnaire B, 
she put the sentence, Utada Hikaru has a special talent. (talent is unspeciﬁc, countable, and singular), 
the number 8 which means that she knew about the form and could not use it immediately before the 
instruction, but now she can still use it correctly when taking time. She also answered question E.3. 
(‘among the forms picked for question E, select the form which you can notice and correct errors 
after slow production’) by choosing “the difference between a and the” and put extra comments, such 
as “When the explanation is given, I can understand the difference; however, it is difﬁcult to use the 
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forms correctly”. In Questionnaire B, she put the sentence, Because I practiced very hard, I could be 
the 2nd player in my team. (player is speciﬁc), the number 3 which means that she did not know about 
the form before the instruction, but now she can correct the error when she monitors her use. It is clear 
that her consciousness of the form became high through the instruction, and she recognized how much 
she can use the form in her performance. However, there were cases where her consciousness of a 
form with some misunderstanding brought about a wrong performance.
In her performance, she did not correctly use the form, a (for representing an unspecific 
countable singular item), in lesson 1 (Task 1 by speaking) before the instruction 1 given in lesson 2. 
Even after the instruction 1, she still did not correctly use a in lessons 3 (Task 1 by speaking) and 4 
(Task 2 by speaking). Her errors were made in speaking; therefore, she seemed to have declarative 
knowledge and procedural knowledge, as seen in Questionnaire B. It might be that her knowledge of 
the form was not automatized yet, or her consciousness of the form was not raised during performance 
at that time. On the other hand, after the instruction 2 given in lesson 5, she always correctly used a in 
lessons 5 (Task 1 by speaking), 6 (Task 1 by writing and Task 2 by speaking), 8 (Task 1 by writing), 
11 (Task 1 by speaking and Task 2 by writing), and 12 (Task 1 by writing and Task 2 by speaking). 
Such retention of correct performance after Task 1 in lesson 5 can be explained by the assumption that 
her consciousness of the form was raised and kept in the following tasks. Her performance points out 
the importance of form instruction for consciousness-raising of the form.
A possible cause of her raised consciousness of articles is their frequency in the instructions. In 
total, articles appeared 53 times, which is the most frequent of all words. Articles are one of the most 
difﬁcult forms to acquire for Japanese learners of English. Some studies suggested the effectiveness 
of form instruction, written feedback, and a simple treatment: for example, three treatments for ﬁve 
minutes each in Ellis, Sheen, Murakami, and Takashima (2008) and two treatments for ﬁve minutes 
each in Sheen (2007). However, these studies focused on the English article system, the use of a 
for ﬁrst mention and the for subsequent or anaphoric mentions. This system seems to be easier to 
understand than the other systems. It should be more difﬁcult to judge when a is used or not used. It is 
possible to say that frequently giving explicit and detailed instruction with metalinguistic information 
can lead to raised consciousness or awareness of a difﬁcult form such as articles. On the other hand, 
she also had the instruction 3 of the (for representing a speciﬁc countable singular item) in lesson 7; 
however, she wrongly used a in lessons 6 (Task 2 by speaking) and 12 (Task 1 by writing and Task 
2 by speaking), where the form, the, should have been used. She might be so conscious of a that she 
over used it or she might have transferred the awareness of a. This performance also points out a 
danger of partial consciousness or wrong awareness through form instruction.
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[Case 2]  The effect of form instruction on awareness of explicit knowledge of a form
Here, her performance indicates the effect of form instruction for awareness of explicit 
knowledge of a form.
lesson 1 When I was five years old, I began to go to piano lessons because of my sister.... 
Sometimes I go to karaoke with my friends and just singing and singing for more than six 
hours.  (T1: S)
lesson 2  In the future, I really want to go all over the world as traveling....If I can travel, I prefer 
going by myself because I can go anywhere....If I can travel, I want to go to America.
 (T2: S)
lesson 3 The place where I want to go to shopping is Kanazawa.  (T1: S)
 I often go to Kanazawa with my sister to get nice clothes.  (T2: W)
lesson 4 In holiday, I mostly go to my friend’s house just for chatting....Because I have car license, 
now I can go anywhere.  (T1: W)
 I often go to my friend’s house just for chatting....Now I have a car license last month, so 
I can go anywhere that I want.  (T2: S)
lesson 5 (instruction 1)   I don’t go to somewhere in holidays....I want to go to somewhere in this 
summer vacation.
lesson 5 After I came back to Japan, I lost all the weight that I got.  (T1: S)
lesson 6 Also my senior was very strict at that time, so I was very afraid of going to the club.
  (T2: S)
lesson 7 Just I was so excited to go there to learn English and leave from my parents....We went so 
many camps....I wish I could go back     the day.  (T1: S)
lesson 9 I could get so many clothes because I didn’t have any time to go     some shopping centre 
or somewhere else because I had a lot of plans.  I often go to shopping with my sister of 
friends because they give me many advice.  (T1: S)
lesson 10 I am going to go to camp and hang out with my students. I can’t wait the time when they 
come back to Fukui....I will go to the beach and do ﬁreworks. Also I’d like to go to many 
festivals as much as possible. I’ve never been to Mikuni Festival, so I hope I can go there 
this year.  (T1: W)
 I’ll go to some camps with my friends in August 1st, and we will go to the beach, have a 
barbeque and set off ﬁreworks....Also I’d love to go to some festivals in Fukui....I want to 
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go     the other prefectures to visit my friends....I’ll go to a library to study twice a week.
    (T2: S)
lesson 11 Actually I’m living with my family now, so I don’t have any chance to make dinner 
because I came back home at 6 or 7, sometimes over 9 or 10, because I go to a circle and 
I have meetings....I like Starbax. I seldom go there but going there is great.  (T1: S)
lesson 12 (instruction 2)  After that, I went to home.
She answered question E in Questionnaire A, such as “To the question why to is not necessary 
in the sentence, I went to home., I understood that home has the adverbial function.” In Questionnaire 
B, she put the sentence, I like to go somewhere. (somewhere is adverb, and preposition is 
unnecessary), the number 1 which means that she did not know about the form before the instruction, 
but now she can use it correctly without taking time. She also put the sentence, I went home. (home is 
used adverbially without preposition), the number 7 which means that she knew about the form and 
could not use it correctly without taking time before the instruction, but now she can use it correctly 
without taking time.
In her performance, she correctly used the form, go (to), before the instruction 1 in lesson 5. 
She seemed to be able to use ‘go + adverb’ and ‘go to + noun’ correctly without taking time, such as 
in lessons 1 and 2 (Task 1 by speaking). Before the instructions, she did not know about the form, 
but she used the form correctly in speaking. In other words, she seemed to already have implicit 
procedural knowledge of the form, which was automatized. The instruction with metalinguistic 
information then gave her understanding of the form and might have changed such her knowledge 
into explicit knowledge. Ellis (1997) also pointed out a case where implicit knowledge became 
explicit knowledge. Consequently, her consciousness of the form might have been raised so much. A 
possible cause of her raised consciousness of go (to) is implicit knowledge which she had already.
[Case 3]  The effect of form instruction, awareness of a form through monitoring, and reuse of 
the form in the following task on using the form in performance
Here, her performance indicates the effects of three conditions for using the correct form later: 
(1) form instruction, (2) being aware of and correcting the error during monitoring after Task 1, and 
(3) reusing the correct form in Task 2.
lesson 3 In a university, I need so many clothes.  (T1: S)
 It is very hard to choose what to wear for going to university every morning.  (T2: W)
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lesson 6 Now in a university, I participate in a volleyball circle.  (T2: S)
lesson 7 (instruction 1)  Now in a university, I participate in a volleyball circle.
lesson 8 (instruction 2)  Thus thanks to my teachers and friends, I can enter the university.
lesson 9 (being aware of and correcting an error during monitoring ➡ reusing the correct form)
I’m quite interested in fashion. Especially since I entered this university, I began to care clothes. 
 (T1: S)
I’m quite interested in fashion. Especially since I entered university, I began to care clothes. 
 (monitoring)
I’m interested in fashion especially since I entered university, because I need many clothes to
wear every day.  (T2: W)
lesson 10 In university, we have about 2 month holidays.  (T1: W)
lesson 12 During my stay in university, I hope I can play many new sports and I also love my PE 
class.  (T2: S)
She answered question E (‘among the instructed forms, pick all forms which you did not 
know and used wrongly before the instruction’) in Questionnaire A, such as “for in the school, the 
is not necessary, and in school or in my school is correct”. In Questionnaire B, she put the sentence, 
In university, I participated in a volleyball circle. (types of school are abstract, unspecific, and 
uncountable), the number 2 which means that she did not know about the form before the instruction, 
but now she can use it correctly by taking time. Such responses to the questionnaires can prove that 
her consciousness of the form became so high through the instruction.
In her performance, she did not correctly use the form, Φ university, before the instructions 
given in lessons 7 and 8. She used a wrong form in lessons 3 (Task 1 by speaking) and 6 (Task 2 by 
speaking). In other words, she could not use the form immediately before the instructions, because 
she did not have declarative knowledge of the form as seen from Questionnaire B. She also did not 
use it correctly in Task 1 by speaking at lesson 9 after the instructions. However, as shown in the 
rectangle with a dotted line above, in monitoring, she was aware of the error of the form at Task 1 
and corrected it. It is because she had declarative knowledge of the form at this moment through 
the instructions. She then used the correct form at Task 2 by writing it again. It is because she had 
procedural knowledge of the form. After that, the target form was used correctly in lessons 10 (Task 
1 by writing) and 12 (Task 2 by speaking), where she had to perform without taking time. She herself 
was also conscious of her correct use of the form as seen from Questionnaire B. Such retention of 
⇩
⇩
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correct performance after Task 2 in lesson 9 can be explained by the assumption that soon after she 
was aware of the form in monitoring, she used what she was aware of and her awareness of the form 
was enhanced and retained. From the study of Date (2003) on incidental learning of new words, 
where the awareness + input group (after guessing the meaning of a target word, translate another 
passage including the word into Japanese) and the awareness + output group (after guessing the 
meaning of a target word, make three English sentences using the word in each) learned better than 
the awareness-only group, the importance of awareness enhancement can be suggested. In summary, 
her performance points out the importance of not only form instruction for awareness but also 
monitoring for awareness and reuse of the awareness. The form instructions given in lessons 7 and 8 
included the form, Φ university. Without these instructions, she might not be aware of and correct the 
error and might not use the correct form in the following tasks. Even if the instructions were given, 
without monitoring, she might not be aware of and correct the error and might not use the correct 
form in the following tasks. Even if the instructions were given and she was aware of and corrected 
the error through monitoring, without reusing it at Task 2, she might not use the correct form in the 
following tasks. Therefore, it is possible to say that form instruction does not necessarily lead to 
learner’s awareness of the form at Task 1; however, such awareness is made use of in monitoring, and 
once the awareness is enhanced by reusing it at Task 2, it can be retained.
One possible cause of her awareness of Φ university is the simplicity of the form that any 
article is unnecessary for any type of school. The rule has no exceptions; once she was aware of the 
rule, it could be easy for her to use it in different contexts even without time to monitor as in Task 2 
by speaking in lesson 12.
3.3   Summary
From the above cases, it was clear that both form instruction and awareness of the form 
achieve the common result of using the form in performance; however, the process of reaching 
the result or the cause of the result is not necessarily the same. Here the research questions set are 
examined from the analyses of three cases. First, to question 1 (Are learners conscious of how they 
use the form instructed?), the answer is not clear. In Questionnaire B, she selected number 2 in Case 
1 and selected numbers 1 and 7 in Case 2, where her performances all reﬂected her consciousness. 
However, she chose number 3 in Case 1 where she could not correct her errors through monitoring. 
Next, to question 2 (Do learners learn and use the form which they were aware of?), the answer is 
Yes. She learned and used what she was aware of. That can be found from Cases 1, 2, and 3. Case 1, 
however, implied the possibility that learners may also learn and use a form which they are wrongly 
aware of. To question 3 (Do learners learn and use the form which they were aware of through 
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form instruction?), the answer is Yes. She learned and used what she was aware of through form 
instruction. That can be found from Cases 1, 2, and 3. As the possible causes for such effectiveness of 
form instruction on awareness, three factors are then suggested: the simplicity of the form, frequency 
of the form in the instructions, and learners’ implicit knowledge of the form. However, Case 1 implied 
the possibility that learners may also learn and use the form which they are wrongly aware of through 
form instruction. As an additional factor to inﬂuence the effectiveness of form instruction, therefore, 
learners’ consciousness of the form can be listed. Finally, with regard to question 4 (Do learners 
learn and use the form which they were aware of through monitoring Task 1?), the answer is Yes. 
She learned and used what she was aware of through monitoring. That is found in Case 3. Case 1, 
however, also implied the possibility that learners may also learn and use the form which they reused 
after monitoring. In other words, it is not clear whether simply being aware of the form through 
monitoring is enough or if it is necessary to reuse the form aware of in order to learn and use it.
These results can imply the effectiveness of sequential FonF, where instruction of a target 
form, a task to use the form, and feedback to errors of the form are given in order (Doughty & 
Williams, 1998). However, different from FonF where a target form is set by a teacher, the form was 
not set and thus unfocused in this study. Sheen, Write, and Moldawa (2009) found the better effect 
of focused corrective feedback on accuracy in L2 writing than unfocused feedback. On the other 
hand, Ellis et al. (2008) found that there was no signiﬁcant difference between focused and unfocused 
corrective feedback on accuracy in writing and they both outperformed a control group without 
feedback. It may not be as a big problem as we think to give learners several target forms at one time. 
Some forms among those target forms can be learned and used in a task once learners become aware 
of it by themselves as self-generated FonF (Williams, 2005) where they pay attention to the form of 
their choice while doing a task.
The other implication is the effectiveness of the combination of immediate task repetition and 
task repetition with an interval. The previous studies on task repetition focused on either immediate 
task repetition (Lynch & Maclean, 2001) or task repetition with an interval (Bygate, 2001).
4.  Conclusions
It can be suggested from this study that:
1) With regard to learners’ consciousness of their form use, related to Research Question 1, learners’ 
consciousness of the form should be raised before Task 1 through instruction and/or before Task 2 
through monitoring Task 1.
2) As for the role of learners’ awareness of form, related to Research Question 2, once awareness of 
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a form takes place, the form can be used later. In addition, correct awareness of a form should take 
place in order to correctly learn and use the form.
3) In terms of the function of form instruction and monitoring Task 1, related to Research Questions 
3 and 4, not only form instruction and monitoring for awareness of a form but also reusing the 
form which learners are aware of can be important for retaining the form correctly in later use.
Further study is, however, necessary to support the suggestions above. It is necessary to 
examine how other forms which were not answered in question E of Questionnaire A were performed 
in a series of tasks. Even if she were less conscious of a form than the three forms analyzed in this 
study, the form through instructions and/or monitoring might be used in the tasks similarly to, or 
differently from, those three forms. Furthermore, this is a case study based on qualitative analysis. 
Other qualitative classroom research should be conducted on the other participants; for example, 
different levels of college students from the participant in this study or younger learners than college 
students.
Note
1 In this study, the participants repeated a monologue task in different modes. It is not practical for learners to repeat 
a monologue task without interval and without any partner to talk to. The previous studies on rehearsal also avoided 
such lesser practicality. For example, as the interval between Task 1 and Task 2, Bygate (1996) gave three days, Gass 
et al. (1999) gave 2-3 days and one week, and Bygate (2001) gave ten weeks. In Lynch and Maclean (2001), the 
participants repeated the dialogic task to different partners.
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lesson topic forms appeared in the passage for form instruction
1 music
2 travel concordance of subject and verb (S-V), idiom, numeral, article, tense, singular/
plural, noun
3 fashion concordance of S-V, idiom, article, adjective, singular/plural, word order, verb, 
concordance of subject and complement (S-C)
4 holidays concordance of S-V, tense, singular/plural, preposition, collocation
5 food idiom, article, tense, singular/plural, adverb, preposition, auxiliary verb, negative, 
numeral, concordance of S-C
6 sports concordance of S-V, numeral, article, noun, singular/plural, adverb, object, 
preposition, verb, possessive, collocation
7 memories article, tense, singular/plural, verb, preposition, numeral, sentence structure, 
conjunction
8 dreams article, tense, singular/plural, word order, concordance of S-C, collocation, 
sentence structure, object
9 fashion② article, verb, tense, singular/plural, verb, noun, sentence structure, collocation
10 holidays② article, tense, plural/singular, word order, verb, adverb, concordance of S-C, 
negative, pronoun, sentence structure
11 food② idiom, article, tense, singular/plural, preposition, pronoun, adjective, verb, 
collocation
12 sports② concordance of S-V, idiom, article, tense, singular/plural, word order, verb, 
adverb, preposition, sentence structure
②: repeated topic
Appendix 1.   Forms Which Appeared in the Passage for Form Instruction and Topics Given in Each 
Lesson
D.　 指導直後には使えなかったが、その後、話したり書いたりする際、意識するようになった形式が
あると思いますか？
E.　 指導のあった形式の中から自分が知らなかったものや間違って使っていたもの（形と規則）をす
べてあげて下さい。
（1）現在その中で、急に話したり書いたりする時にも正しく使えるものはどれですか？
（2） 現在その中で、急には正しく使えないが、時間をかけると正しく話したり書いたりできるもの
はどれですか？
（3） 現在その中で、時間をかけても正しく使えないが、話したり書いたりしたものをもう一度振り
返ると、誤りに気づき正しく直せるものはどれですか？
Appendix 2.  A Part of Questionnaire A About Their General Consciousness of Forms Instructed
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以下の形式とその説明の中で、以下に該当するものに番号をふって下さい。
（1）指導前は知らなかったが、今は急に話したり書いたりする時にも正しく使えるもの
（2）指導前は知らなかったが、今は時間をかけると話したり書いたりする時に正しく使えるもの
（3） 指導前は知らなかったが、今は話したり書いたりしたものをもう一度振り返ると誤りに気づき正
しく直せるもの
（4） 指導前は知らなかったが、今はルールについては言える。しかし、話したり書く時やエラー訂正
する時にはそのルールを使えないもの
（5）指導前も今も知らないもの（わからないもの）
（6）指導前から知っており、今も急に話したり書いたりする時にも正しく使えるもの
（7） 指導前から知っていたが、急に話したり書いたりする時には正しく使えなかった。しかし、今は
急に話したり書いたりする時にも正しく使えるもの
（8） 指導前から知っていたが、急に話したり書いたりする時には正しく使えなかった。今も時間をか
けると話したり書いたりする時には正しく使える。
（9） 指導前から知っていたが、時間をかけて話したり書いたりする時にも正しく使えなかった。今
も、話したり書いたりしたものをもう一度振り返ると誤りに気づき正しく直せる。
（10） 指導前から、ルールについては言えるが、話したり書く時やエラー訂正する時にはそのルール
を使えなかった。今も同じである。
*************************************************************************************
（　　）Shopping takes a lot of my money.
　　　　　　　　　不可算の量を表す時，肯定文では a lot of をつける
（　　）I went home.
　　　　  home は副詞で使うので前置詞は使わない
Appendix 3.  A Part of Questionnaire B About Their Speciﬁc Consciousness of Forms Instructed
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